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The Award‐‐Winning ACAMS Today Publication Recognizes an Outstanding
Contributor in the AML & Financial Crime Detection and Prevention Field at Annual
Conference in Las Vegas

LAS VEGAS – September 29, 2015 –ACAMS Today, the award‐winning publication of the
Association of Certified Anti‐Money Laundering Specialists (ACAMS), recognized Kristin
Milchanowski, CAMS, Executive Director for Morgan Stanley, as the recipient of the
prestigious ACAMS Today Article of the Year Award at the 14th Annual AML & Financial Crime
Conference in Las Vegas during a special presentation. Milchanowski was recognized for her
article titled, AML Model Risk Management Validation: Introduction to Best Practices
published in the ACAMS Today September-November 2014 Vol. 13 No.4.

The award winner is selected yearly by the votes of their peers. All members are invited to
vote for the article that stood out as the most valuable, informative and memorable. Karla
Monterrosa‐Yancey, CAMS, ACAMS Today Editor‐in‐Chief stated, “ACAMS Today is a by-themembers, for-the-members publication. The commitment of each author to help the
ACAMS community progress in its AML/financial crime prevention knowledgebase and skills
is highly commendable.” Monterrosa-Yancey further stated, “It is because of these many
wonderful authors that ACAMS Today has established itself as the pre-eminent publication
for the AML and financial-crime prevention professional. The fact that ACAMS Today
continues to receive awards is high praise and a testament to our contributors’ dedication
and consistent quality of work.”

ACAMS Today is a quarterly member‐driven magazine offering the latest training, practical
solutions, emerging challenges and legislative, regulatory and international developments
affecting the financial crimes community.
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About the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists® (ACAMS®)
ACAMS is the largest international membership organization dedicated to enhancing the
knowledge and skills of AML and financial crime prevention professionals from a wide range
of industries, firms and agencies with extensive resources designed to develop and sharpen

the skills required for superior job performance and career advancement. Our CAMS
certification is the most widely recognized AML certification among compliance professionals
worldwide. Visit www.acams.org for more information.

